Stocked Items
12 volt Cordless Tools
M12 Subcompact Drill Kit
MI-2401-22








Compact power: Delivers 175 in-lbs of
torque yet weighs 2 lbs
REDLITHIUM™ Battery Technology:
Superior pack construction, electronics, &
performance deliver more work per charge &
more work over pack life than any battery on
the market.
Quick-change chuck: For convenient, onehanded bit changes
Variable-speed trigger: Provides increased
control
Battery fuel gauge: Displays remaining
runtime

M12 Red Lithium Compact
Battery
MI-48-11-2401






Smaller and lighter than NiCd compact
batteries, yet delivers long runtime and
fade-free power
Designed with superior pack construction,
electronics and performance to optimize
work per charge and work over pack life on
the jobsite
65% lighter and 50% smaller than compact
NiCd batteries and offers 1.5 amp-hours of
runtime

M12 Hammerdrill Kit
MI-2411-22









Powerful Milwaukee® Motor: Delivers bestin-class 275 in-lbs of torque
REDLITHIUM™ Battery Technology
2-Speed Metal Gear Box: Select the
correct drilling speed for the material &
accessory, from 0-400/0-1,500 RPM & 022,500 BPM
3/8” Single sleeve ratcheting metal chuck:
Allows quick bit changes & maximum
durability, grip & bit retention
Built-in LED Light: Illuminates work surface
Compact and lightweight

M12 XC High Capacity Red
Lithium Battery
MI-48-11-2402

 Delivers more runtime, power and speed
than standard lithium-ion batteries

 Designed with superior pack construction,

M12 Compact Bandsaw Kit
MI-2429-21XC








M12 Battery Charger
MI-48-59-2401




electronics and performance to optimize
work per charge and work over pack life

 Offers 3.0 amp-hours of runtime
 With built-in Milwaukee durability, this
battery runs cooler and performs in climates
below 0°F/-18°C

One-Handed Cuts: Most compact size &
lightest weight of any cordless band saw
Powerful Motor: Cuts 3/4" EMT in 3
seconds, up to 150 cuts per charge with
the XC battery
1-5/8" Cut Capacity: For a wide range of
applications
Meets OSHA Guarding Requirements:
Suitable for One-Handed use
LED Light: Highlights the cut line
Blade Tension Adjustment: Adjustable
blade tracking




Single unit simplicity: Charges M12™ RED
LITHIUM™ and M12™ Lithium-Ion batteries
Charge management: Charger
communicates with the battery pack to
ensure a full charge and battery protection
Onboard indicator light: Provides the status
of the battery
Pass-through plug: Conserves valuable
outlet space

With built-in Milwaukee durability, it runs
cooler and performs in climates below 0°F/18°C
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